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Release arKItect 5.1 
 

 

arKItect 5.1 release notes 
  

The new arKItect release includes new features that will allow two very important new capabilities 

with arKItect platform:   
• You can now design your system from functions to implantation in arKItect: 2D views capability 

allows managing geometric properties of objects, determine dimensions of objects (e.g. 
wire&harness definition and length, concrete volume, rooms surface…). This capability proves 
useful for wiring and harnesses definition, multiple networks design in construction (ventilation, 
high and low currents, signals, fluids, waters…). 

• You can now configure arKItect to support any diagramming language: SysML like tools, 
Matlab/Simulink, any modelica based language… Such capability was foreseen by Manfred Broy 
teams in TUM more than 10 years ago in their paper "Seamless Model-based Development: 
from Isolated Tools to Integrated Model Engineering Environments, Broy&al, see 
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/5420030 

  

Very happy to say that arKItect is the unique platform gathering all these possibilities. 

  

In this paper we present in more details: 
• 2D objects and views 
• Much easier Excel Interface 
• Improved Ports handling 
• Read-only viewpoints 
• Libraries management 
• Improved MS Word document generation 
• Multi-language 
• Improved Web export 
• Bug fix issues 

  

  

2D objects and views 
 

This is a major change in arKItect as 2D views get geometric capabilities. It's now possible to 

define objects with a 2D behavior.  

Such objects will behave as usual in logical viewpoints but will behave as 2D maps in 2D 

viewpoints. 

  

First see some examples of these new capabilities. 

  

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/5420030
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Wiring a car or a plane would not be much different from a building from a tooling point of view. 

The point is that we can manage as well requirements, functional and logical architecture 

seamlessly. 

  

Let's look at the changes from a modeler point of view. 

  

Changes in the data model editing: 

  

Types new attributes 

Types may now have a 2D attributes.  

A new menu is available where you can declare that type will have a specific behavior in a 2D 

view. Note that types that are not 2D can exist in a 2D view but corresponding objects will not be 

displayed in Internal View. You will see them however in the TreeView. This is particularly 

convenient for meta informations that need to be allocated in the geometric tree but that should 

not impact your 2D drawings, e.g. requirements. 

  

Type with 2D attributes will be displayed as usual in logical (non 2D) views. 

  

  

  

  

 
  

 

2D type categories correspond to different order of magnitude when browsing in a 2D view. 

From the highest level to the lowest level of scale and abstraction, the arKItect type you define 

could be associated with one and only one of the following kinds: 
• Site corresponds to the highest level of abstraction. It’s size would be in the range of square 

kilometers. Site contains Buildings but may also contain Closed Networks or Networks. Site is 
displayed as an expanded object, you see everything inside. 
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• Buildings correspond to a scope of a few thousands of square meters. It is really featuring a 
Building and may contain several floors. For this reason, a Building is folded and cannot be 
unfolded. Size of the building and floors are independant at first. Normally, the building will 
inherit from the surface of it's implantation in the ground, but user is free to do what he wants. 
Inside the Building only Levels are possible. 

• Level corresponds to a floor in a building, it is displayed in same scale as the building. Levels are 
always expanded 

• Rooms are surfaces of interest that normally will have both a functional and spatial role. They 
will typically be in a range of few tenths to few hundreds of square meters but you may use 
them for designing the wiring of a car, train or plane. Rooms correspond to the scale where 
people live. Rooms are always expanded when they are displayed which means you always see 
what's inside. 

• Process, Equipment and Wall correspond to items that will be allocated into a room or into a 
level or into other generic sized objects. The only difference between them will be the default 
2D parameter values that may change from one kind to another. Process, Equipements and 
Walls are always black box. You cannot see what's inside in a 2D view. They are supposed to be 
the leaf objects of a 2D view. 

• Network and Crossing Points are used to design networks, e.g. electrical network, ventilation 
network, fluid network, communication buslenghtses network… Crossing points are the nodes 
of a network. These nodes are linked with some kind of straight-line flows. User never has to 
deal with links, the interface allows to draw a link by a succession of clicks corresponding to 
crossing points (first click corresponds to where the network starts). Everything is then 
generated automatically. 

• Closed network is used to design a shape that is not simple. They can be used to draw 
geographical zones e.g. for fire analysis. Closed networks use crossing points to design their 
outlines exactly like Networks. 

• Zone is a particular of Polyline shapes. It's actually more a beta version. It plays the same role as 
closed networks.  

  

Filters/viewpoints new properties: 

  

Once you have define arKItect types in your data model and associated these types with 2D types. 

You can then build 2D filters. 
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Once you work in a 2D diagram, you see immediately a ruler giving you the scale: 

  

 
  

The scale button at the left right corner allows to browse with adapted scale from 1% to 1500% 

corresponding to a screen of 2 meters to 4000 meters for a building levels description. 

  

 
  

Changes in Objects manipulation in views 

  

When manipulating objects, the scale of the display adapts to the level of abstraction. 

Also you get now 2D attributes for objects having a 2D type. 
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Attributes are name x, y, z and correspond to the dimensions according to the diagram. 

However it's good practice to use X as length, Y as width and use rotation in case the Y > X 

  

Default values are defined according to the 2D type default values. 

  
It’s possible to change labels positions depending on types in 2D views. 

Special case of networks 

  

Networks and closed networks have a specific behavior: they do not appear in a graphical 2D view 

but are displayed in the Treeview. There exist now a set. 

 
  

In this example, the corridor is defined by 4 crossing points. Although crossing points with links 

together are represented in the 2D diagram and in the treeview, the Corridor object itself has not 

graphical counterpart. 

However, if you would delete the Corridor from the Treeview here, all crossing points in that 

corridor would be removed as well. 

  

Non 2D objects in 2D viewpoints 

  

If we come back to the previous picture, we see that "Some Requirement" is allocated to the Room 

in the Treeview but is not displayed in the Internal Block Diagram. Logical objects without 2D 

type are not displayed in 2D views, this allows to keep them readable even in the context where 

hundreds of requirements are allocated to rooms, equipments, networks… 
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Much easier Excel interface 
  

There exist now a set of directories in your arKItect local variables that capture all your Excel files 

import and export. 

These directories are organized according to the arKItect model structure. This means each time 

you import and export a file, by default, arKItect is already pointing to the right file without the 

need to navigate in your file system either to record or to open. 

  

Let's consider a simple example: 

Suppose I'm in a requirement view and select a System and want to add requirements on it. 

  

Here is my empty view: 

  

 
  

I can visualize my Extended tabular view and see that Default system gets no attached 

requirements: 

  

 
  

 

 

  

 

If now I export my empty file in Excel, I get: 
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When I save the file, the Excel© file opens up and I can complete it fast: 

 
  

Let's play and create some fake requirements 

We save our file and close it. 

Now going back to arKItect and importing from Excel menu we get: 
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We now come back to the exact file we just saved and we can see all other files we may have 

defined at the same location. We just need to click "Open" and everything is going to be imported 

just fine and fast. 

  

This behavior is implemented for any Excel© import and export with "Extended Tabular". You 

can use it for any specific script as well. 

  

Improved Ports handling 
  

arKItect is basically a "Port less" tool and our approach has always been to avoid ports and links 

and manage everything with messages. This explains why our technology is so simple and agile 

w.r.t. most of Object Oriented tools and methods. The diagram below explains this: 
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In this example, to describe with ports and link one message sent from A to B, you need 5 ports 

and 4 links. This is why port based tools and models are so fat: 9 objects versus 1 here! 

  

But this is not all! If you want to move block B somewhere else in the architecture, you will have 

to delete and recreate many ports and links: this is hyperstatic. Once you model is complex this is 

very cumbersome. 

  

There are other advantages for messages versus ports which are out of the scope of this release 

notes. 

Of course, a message is a higher-level concept. In arKItect, messages are "first class citizens" or 

atomic objects in the arKItect platform. Object Oriented languages usually support only one 

concept of class and objects as the basis for everything. As a consequence, defining and using 

messages is usually very complex to configure and not available. 

But if you consider most of the visual languages for simulation tools like Matlab/Simulink. They 

suffer from the same drawback. 

  

There are however particular cases where ports are really useful. It's typically to describe black 

box objects with fixed interfaces. In particular this is the case for specific computational objects 

like subtraction. 

  

  

With the latest version of arKItect, you will get the best of all worlds. As far as we know this 

makes our platform unique. 
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You can easily mix link style and message style model. 

As addition is associative and commutative, there's no problem authorizing several input message 

on an addition port, you can even mix links and messages on same port. 

  

If you used to copy a message name on various different links with Matlab/Simulink for instance, 

you will immediately understand the advantage of this. 

  

You now benefit of the ability to reorganize your architecture freely without having to update 

many ports and links display. 

  

  

Read-only views 
  

It is now possible to set a view as "Read Only" in your project by using the AUA.  

AUA allow setting a filter (viewpoint) as "Read Only" for all users. 

This property is saved when you copy this project or instanciate it for creating new projects. 

Although view is read-only, drag&drop from this read-only view to another will be available. 

This is very usefull if you use a filter/viewpoint and his treeview as a library from which you can 

drag&drop your off the shelf items and instanciate them in your project. You could see this feature 

as practical help for implementing a library/instanciation mechanism in arKItect. 
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Libraries management 
  

Suppose we want to define a standard library of components and allow a user to instanciate those 

components in some view. For instance, the user may decide to add some off the shelf electric 

transformers in a specific room in a plant. 

Assume we already have standard description of some standard equipments. 

The topic here is to define a library of standard objects (with the interfaces) and instantiate them 

for a particular application. 

  

For this you will need to add an attribute to distinguish between standard equipements and 

instantiated ones. 

  

 
  

Then you will need to add a programming attribute to equipements as below: 
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This programming attribute will call a multi purpose instantiation python library that will replicate 

both the object and its interfaces and manage replication of attributes and naming issues.  

  

Then you have to configure the event manager of arKItect so that the instantiation is performed 

each time you add a generic equipement to another view. Typically this will look like this: 
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Word Document generation: simplification 
 

Although python based document generation exists for a long time in arKItect (15 years), we 

recently updated the supporting libraries to help users doing this easily. This however requires 

some python skills. 

  

You will find a documentation with samples in the distribution: 

ArkiScripts\arki\utils\wordexport 

Update of wiki documentation for this item will be performed afterwards. 

  

Multi-language 
  

We now have multi-language support on the platform.  

This requires of course Multi-language translation of many items: 
• arKItect commands, viewpoints 
• Script related messages 
• Data model types and attributes 

  

We ask you to contact us for integrating that in your models. 
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Improved Web export 
  

Now display of attributes is faithful to what you get in arKItect views 

Icons in treeviews are now exported 

Global quality of export is major. 

  

Hints and Bug fixes:  
• Improvement of orthogonal lines as flow shape. 
• Changes in selection management in the man machine interface, up to now, selection of a flow 

object in Internal Block Diarams would point to that flow in corresponding treeview, that was 
cumbersome for very big projects when hundreds of flows could exist and you could get lost in 
treeview. Now you need double-click on a flow to get it in the treeview. In the meantime, you 
can move, allocate this flow in Internal Block Diagram without changing the display of the 
corresponding treeview. 

• Several Improvements in Mgw and extended tabular: management of empty cells, management 
of various floats representations (e.g. 0,0 versus 0.0). 

• Support of keys in python APIS allows getting rid of naming issues in scripts. 
• Options and variants: Options are no longer recursive. 
• Important changes for generic chains: when drag&dropping an object from a treeview, it 

considers only the showed flows and subobjects of that treeview. 
• It's now possible to set an attribute active in a view but not visible in object properties. 
• When using our Model Gateway tool to create imports exports, you can do this with developer 

credentials now while you had to be designer before... 
• Improved selection of objects in expanded view. Before when you were clicking in an expanded 

object, you would select the expanded object all the time. Now you need to be closed to the 
border to do that. This allows multi selection of objects in an expanded object. 

• A lot of improvements have been done for baseline chains. For instance you now get 
automatically a graphical diff of two revisions of a baseline chain together with the list of 
changes in the change management process. 

• Snap to grid is now not selected by default for new views.  
• It's now possible to display several icons horizontally on an object in IBD, in the past you would 

have one line per attribute. 
• Export of image from a view used to be a little truncated in certain configurations. This is fixed. 
• When selecting available views for a filter(viewpoint) in the past, IBD was mandatory. This 

constraint no more exists. 
• By default, first level of every tree view is always unfolded. Was not the case before. 

  

  

  

Contact information: 

contact@k-inside.com 
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